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Abstract.

In this paper we obtain,

for a class of Ritz-Galerkin

elliptic boundary

by simple means, interior

methods

value problems

used for approximating

in R

. The estimates

maximum-norm
solutions

are proved when the approxima-

ting subspaces are any of a large class of piecewise polynomial
here to be defined

on a uniform

mesh on the interior

estimates

of second order

subspaces which we assume

domain.

Optimal

rates of conver-

gence are obtained.

1. Introduction.

In this paper we shall be concerned with obtaining "quasi-

optimal" interior maximum-norm error estimates for a class of Ritz-Galerkin methods

used for approximating solutions of elliptic boundary value problems. Interior estimates
in L2 Sobolev norms for such methods were obtained by Nitsche and Schatz in [15]
under rather mild assumptions on the approximating subspaces. Here we shall study
locally, the rate of convergence in maximum-norm using a large class of piecewise polynomial subspaces which we require to be defined on a "uniform mesh" (on the region
in which the error is being estimated). We shall obtain these estimates utilizing the
theory developed in [15] with the aid of a new Sobolev type inequality (proved in
Section 4) which is valid for the subspaces considered here but which is in general not
valid over all (sufficiently smooth functions). It will allow us to obtain the best possible
rate of convergence locally for the particular subspaces used. Thomée and Westergren
[18] .obtained interior maximum-norm estimates involving elliptic difference operators
from discrete L2 estimates using a discrete Sobolev inequality.
An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some notation
and preliminaries. In Section 3 we introduce the approximating subspaces and discuss
the properties needed. In [14] and [15] a new property was introduced which was
verified in [15] for some particular subspaces. The same method of verification may
be used for a large class of piecewise polynomial subspaces for which a projector can be
defined on each element. This fails for example in the case of smooth splines. In the
appendix we shall verify this property for the tensor products of a large class of one
dimensional piecewise polynomial splines. Section 4 (Theorem 2) contains our main
results on interior estimates. In Section 5 we apply the estimates to specific examples.
As in [15], this paper concerns itself with approximations to solutions of second
order elliptic differential equations. However, the method given there and here can be

easily generalized to treat Ritz-Galerkin methods for elliptic differential equations of
order 2m.
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2. Notation and Preliminaries. Let £2 be a bounded open set in R^.

For m a

nonnegative integer, C""(f2) will denote the space of real valued functions having uniformly continuous derivatives up to order m on Í2 with the norm,

(2.1)

l"U,n=

Z

sup \Dau(x)\.

Ia Km

*GÎÎ

Cq will denote the infinitely differentiate functions on Í2 whose support is contained
in Í2. The space //m(i2) (respectively, //"'(fi)) will denote the completion of C°°(Í2)

(respectively, Cq(í2)) with respect to the norm,

(2-2)

■■*-«-(.5
(iaM2*)Y\|aKm
\
//

Note that //°(ft) = #°(fi) = L2(fi).
Let 0 < h < 1 be a parameter, and for each ft, let Í2? Ç SI, j = 1,. . . , /(ft) be
disjoint open sets such that U!=i^?
= Ö. The sets Í2J1form a partition of £2. For m
a nonnegative integer, Cm'h(Sl) and //m,/l(i2) will denote the space of functions whose
restrictions to itf belong to Cm(£2y) and //m(i2yI), respectively, with the corresponding
norms,

(2-3)

l«lm,n=i

SUP

i j= i,...,Kh)

l"l

0h\

m.""/

and

(2.4)

M'm>sl= ]Z

l«P 0» \ .

(/=1

"»•"/

)

where for simplicity we have suppressed the dependence on ft in the notation.
O

The space //-m(i2)

is defined as the completion of C^i^l) with respect to the

norm,

(2.5)

H"ll-m o =

sup

fnuvdx

-¡¡-5-.

We shall also make use of norms involving difference quotients.
integer define the translation operator

For v a multi-

Tvhuix) = u(x 4 vh),
and the forward-difference quotients,
\j

= h-l(Tef/-T)u.

Here / is the identity operator and e= is the multi-index whose /th component is 1 and
all others 0. For any multi-index a, we set

<u = (ft ■■■3&*.
If u e L2(£2) and m > 0 is an integer, we set
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(2-6)

»«»«.«,*=( Z

L

\\a\<mJ!'l<x,h

(d»2dx)\

J

where £2a n is the subset of £2 such that u(x) is in the domain of 3^.

We shall also use Sobolev's Lemma in the following form:

Lemma2.1 (cf.,e.g. [1]). Let SlQCC Slx. // u G H^N/2] + l (£2,), then (after
possible modification of u on a set of measure zero) u G C(£20) and

(2.7)

l"lo,n0<cll"W]

+i,n,

where C = C(£20,£2,) and [N/2] is the integral part of N/2.
3. The Approximating Subspaces. The local error estimates given in [15], which

we will use in this paper, depend on certain properties of the approximating subspaces
used. For simplicity in presentation we shall consider here piecewise polynomial subspaces defined on a uniform mesh. We proceed in the following manner: First we shall

describe, in general terms, a partition of an arbitrary domain £2, which is the restriction
to £2 of a uniform partition of RN. Then a general class of piecewise polynomial subspaces will be defined relative to such a partition, and the properties we need will be
stated. Examples will be then given.
Let Q be a given bounded simply connected domain in RN and suppose that it
is partitioned into disjoint open sets tt-, / = 1, . . . , /, i.e. with U,-=1?r,- = Q- For any
0 < ft < 1, we set g" = hQ, irf = htt¡, and for any multi-integer v, let (f1-" and itf'v
denote the translates of Qn and tfi, respectively, by hv. We shall assume that {Q1'"}
form a uniform partition of R^, i.e. the Q1'" are disjoint and U^ô1'" = ^ • Then
so do the {tfi'v}. For any bounded open set £2, we now form the spaces Cm,h(Sl)
and #m'"(£2) as in Section 2 using the sets nf'v n £2 for the subdivision {£2?}. T
will be called a mesh domain if f is the union of some of the WÍ'". The set of all
mesh domains will be denoted by Th. We note that if £2X CC R^, then there exists a

f &Th such that £2t Ç f and dist(f, Ux) < Ch, for ft sufficiently small where C is
independent of ft.
In general, the finite element spaces with which we shall work will be based on a
given finite set A of multi-indices and a space Í. spanned by the monomials x@ =
x0.1 •••*$'
for ß& A; i.e.

(3.1)

L = hb=

Z rßxß,rßeR).

We impose the condition on A that L be translation invariant; i.e. if <pix)G L and

y£RN,

then <pix4 y) E I. Typical examples are A = {(31(3,.
< r} or A = {ß\ \ß\ < r}

for some fixed integer r. For any domain, £2', Lrj- will denote the restriction of L to
£2'. We first define a general (translation invariant) space ShiT) for any mesh domain

Tby
S\T) = {xfiW^ G L¿fP for all «?■"ç T}.
5ft(£2) for arbitrary £2 is then the restriction of ShiT) to £2. We note that in general
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the elements of 5ft(£2) may be discontinuous across the boundaries of the 77^'".
The spaces we will use will be subspaces of 5,I(£2). Before defining them we shall
note some properties of the general space S* (£2) and a property of Shi&l) for a particu-

lar choice of A which will be useful later on.
Proposition 1. Let T C £2 and T G Vn. Then for any xpG 5^(£2) inverse rela-

tions of the type,
(3.2)

\rfOtT<Ch-Nl2\\<p\\0J,

and

(3.3)

Wm.T <Chk-m\\xp\\'kT,

0<fc<m<max|/3|,j3G^[,

hold, where C is independent ofh, <pand T.
These properties are well known and much used. The proof in the one dimensional case was given by Nitsche in [12].

Proposition

The proof for the above cases are similar.

2. Let £20 CC £2t and Sh(Q..) be as above with {0110|< r} C A

for r > 1 a given integer. Let a be any multi-index with \a\ < t for t fixed but arbitrary.
Then for any u G CI+ {a'(£2, ), there exists a Uh G S*^)
such that for all ft sufficiently

small

(3.4)

l3»("-"*)li»,n0<C»,l"l/+|a|,n1.

0<l<r,

and

(3.5)

II3> - Uh)ll'0)i2o
< cVll«ll;+|a|>iV

0 < / < r,

where C is independent of u, ft and a.
The proof will be given in the appendix.

We shall now define the subspaces with which we shall work. Let r > 2 be an
integer. For each 0 < ft < 1, 5^(£2j) will denote a subspace of C°(£2X) n ^(£2^
having the following properties for all ft sufficiently small:

A. 1. Let ^(£2j) = {xpG 5Í?(£2j)|supp(v5)C £2j}, £2QCC £2j, and a be any
fixed multi-integer. Then 3^ G ^(fij) for all <pG 5?(£2Q).
A. 2. Let £20 CC £2t. Then for each u G #'(£20) there exists an t? G ^(£2t)
such that

(3.6)

l«-ullf0i<C*'-1liil/i0o,

Kj<r,

where C is independent of u and ft.

A. 3. If xpG 5?(£2j), £20 CC £2j, co G C~(£20) then there exists an t? G 5j?(£2j)
such that

(3.7)

W-T?ll,,ni

where C is independent

Examples.

<CRMliflo,

of ft and >p.

In all of our examples we take Q - {x\0 < x¡ < 1} the unit cube in

RN.
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Then the {Çfh,v}

form a uniform partition of the line into intervals of length ft. Let Sh be as above

with A = {ß = ß. \ß. < r] and k be an integer 0 < k < r - 2. We define SjîiR1) =
Sh H Ck (the piecewise polynomials of degree < r - 2 which belong to Ck). For

TV> 2 we define S?iRN) = S^R1) ® • • • <8>
S^fR1), the N fold tensor product of one
dimensional splines and for arbitrary £2 CC R^, 5^(£2) is the restriction of S^iRN)

to £2.
Another way of describing this space directly in R^ for TV> 1 is as follows: Let

Q = n. (the unit cube in R^), and let Sh be taken with A = {010,.< r}. Then S*(£2)
is the restriction to £2 of the subspace of Sh which has the property that xpG 5^(£2)
if all the derivatives D^xp with 0,. < k are continuous on £2. We note that when k =
r - 2 these are the 5-splines of Schoenberg [16]. For m > 1, an integer, r = 2m and
k = m — 1, these are piecewise Hermite splines.

Example 2. Let N = 2 and partition Q into triangles ny, / — 1./,

and take

5^(£2) to be the elements of Bramble and Zlámal [5]. Briefly, r = 4m 4 2, m =

0,1,...,

etc.,.4 = {0|101
< r} and S?(£2)C C°(£2).

Example 3. For general TV,partition Q into / «-dimensional simplices tt- and
take S,(£2) to be the restriction to £2 of the continuous piecewise linear functions on
this partition. Here r = 2.
We note that A. 1 is trivially valid and A. 2 is well known for all of the above
examples.
The property A. 3 was introduced in [14]. In [15] it was verified for Example
1 (in the special case of Hermite splines) and Example 2. The proof for Example 3
follows in the same manner. The proof of A. 3 for the large class of spaces described
in Example 1 will be given in the appendix.
4. Interior Estimates. Let £2Xbe a bounded open set in RN and B(u, v) be a
bilinear form defined on H1^.)
x H1^.)
of the form,
r

(4.1)

I N

n

\

Biu,v)= J [Z a^yDfiDf)+ Z 2>/(*XA">
+ c(x)uu)dx,

where for simplicity the coefficients a«, b¡ and c are assumed to be of class C°°(£2X).
We note that in general B(u, v) may not be symmetric. We assume throughout that
Biu, v) is uniformly elliptic on £2r ; i.e. there exists a constant c > 0 such that for all

x G £2j and all real vectors %= (Çt, . . . , %N)¥=0,
N

N

1= 1

!',/'= 1

We shall be interested in obtaining estimates in the maximum norm for u - uh,

where un G Sh(Q.x) anu u G Hl(Sl.) satisfy the "interior equations,"

(4.2)

B(u -uh,xp) = 0

for all xpG 5?(£2j).

Here uh may be thought of as an approximation to u on £2j obtained by using some
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Ritz-Galerkin method on a larger set £2 (cf. [15]).
The following L2 estimates were obtained in [15, Theorem 6.1].

Lemma 4.1. Let £20 CC £2j and t and p be fixed but arbitrary nonnegative

integers. Let S^(£2) satisfy A. 1, A. 2 and A. 3. // 1 </ < r, u G //r+l(í2,) and
un G íS^(£2j) satisfy (4.2), then there exists an h0> 0 such that for all ft G (0, ft0]
(4.3)

■" -"ft"f,«0,A

<aÄ/D"B/+f,n1

+ l«-«*Lp>0l).

where C is independent of u and ft but in general depends on £2Q, £2j, t and p.

Corollary.

Ifun G Sj?(£2j) satisfies
Biuh,xp) = 0 forallxpES^in^,

then

(4.4)

KKn0,H<cyH\._PiSli.
We shall use these estimates to obtain maximum-norm estimates for u —uh. In

order to do this, we shall first prove a Sobolev type inequality which is valid for the
general space Sh(£ll) and hence for the subspace Sh. What is important here is that
we shall replace the L2 norms of derivatives on the right-hand side of (2.1) with L2
norms of difference quotients.

Lemma 4.2. Let £20 CC £2r There exists an ft0 G (0, 1] such that for all ft G
(0, ft0] andallxpESh(n.)

(4-5)

Wó,n0<cMIJV/2]

+ 1(ni>ft,

where C is independent of h and xp.

Proof. Let £2QCC £2j CC £2++ CC £2~ CC £2t, and let x0 be an arbitrary but
fixed point such that x0 E tt") for some / and Tif D £2Q# 0.

We note that ifi need

not lie entirely within £20, but for ft sufficiently small, tfi C £2+. The set of points
x0 4 vh, where v is an arbitrary multi-integer, form a discrete mesh, say M* , on R^

of size ft. Let u be any mesh function defined on M% . Then the following discrete

Sobolev inequality (cf. [17]) holds:

(4.6)

max
y=x0 + vhen + +

M»| < CfcW

Z

Z

l3^f)l2V,

\ 1/3K [AT/2] + l i=-xQ + vheSl +

/

where C is independent of xpand ft but may depend on £2++, £2* and x0. Now let x
be any other point of Tiy1and consider the set of points of the form x 4 vhE £2j.
This set can be mapped, by a simple translation into a subset of the set of points
x0 4 vh E £2q+. If now xpE C°'hini), we apply the inequality (4.6) to the translated xpand then translating back we obtain

(4.7)

max

M»l < ChN'2(

Z

Z

|3^)laV

where C = C(£2j, £2~) but in particular is independent of ft, xpand the choice of
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x G ny1or its translates in £2+. Integrating xp2(x) over ttJ1and using (4.7),we obtain

fh\xp2ix)\dx<ch»(
(4g)

J«)

z

(zfhv\*im\2))

\|/J|<IAf/2l

+I \

V J«f-V

j)

<ChN\\xp\l2[N/2]+ uni>h

where C = C(£20, £2j) and rf'" denotes a translation of tt^ by vh.
If xpbelongs to 5'1(£21), then from (3.2) we have
(4.9)

\xp\ h<Ch-Nl2\\xp\\
0,1T-

h

0,7T-

where C is independent of/, ft and u E Sh. Hence from (4.8) and (4.9)
M0flr* < <^ll^lilJV/2| + l,i21,ft

holds for ïïy1or in fact for any one of its translates ir1-" C £2j.

Since we need consider

only a fixed finite number of such domains 71^ (j' = 1, . . . , /), the result (4.5) now

follows.
Remark. An examination of the proof of Lemma 4.2 reveals that the only
property of the subspaces Shi^l.) that was needed was (3.2). Hence Lemma 4.2 is
more generally valid for the set of functions u G C0,,I(£21) for which this property

holds.
We are now in a position to prove a maximum-norm estimate.

Theorem 1. Let £20 CC £2j CC R^ and A. 1, A. 2 and A. 3 hold. Let 0 <
/ < r, 0 an arbitrary but fixed multi-index, u G //7(£2) with y = j 4 |0| + [TV/2]+ 1
andun E S^i^lt) satisfy
Biu -uh,xp) = 0 for all xpG ^(Í2,).
Let p be an arbitrary but fixed nonnegative integer. Then there exists an h0 G (0, 1]
such that for all ft G (0, ft0]

(4.10)

l9^-^)lo,ni<C(ft/||Mll7;íii

+ ll«-Uftll_P)ííi),

0</<r,

wftere C /s independent of u and ft.
Remark 3. When |0| = 0, (4.10) gives a maximum-norm estimate for the error

Proof. Let £20 CC £2j CC £2~ CC £2X. The triangle inequality yields
(4.11)

lago, - i*Ä)i0>no< |3g(« - tfÄ)r0>0o + iag(£/h - «ft)i'0iiio,

where we first choose an Sh as in Proposition 2 such that S* C Sh; and then take

Uh G 5h satisfying (3.4) and (3.5) with £20 and £2Xthere replaced by £2+ and £2".
Hence

(4.12)

\dßJu- Uh)L o <Ch'\u\

<CrVlliiLn .

Now 3g(I/fc- uh) G 5,"(£2+)and it follows from (4.5), (4.3), (3.5) and (4.12) that
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Ifc

(4.13)

-"*)lo.n0 <Cll"ft - UhhN/2] + l + \ß\,Sl+,h

<QII«-

C/All[Ar/2]
+ 1+ |ßUfi+, n 4 \u - uh Wl

+ i + |/j|,n+ *)

<afty'ii«ii7,i2l + iiM-u,iLp>ni).
The inequality (4.10) now follows from (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13).
Corollary.
If un G ^(£2,) satisfies B(uh, xp)= 0 for all xpG ^(£2^,

(4.14)

l"i»lo,n0<CK'-p.il

then

!-

We shall now consider estimates for the rate of convergence of difference quotients
of uh to derivatives of u. Consider finite difference operators of order k of the form,

(4.15)

Qhu=

Z

C Tntfnu,

!>,l0Kfc

p

where v is an arbitrary multi-integer and all but a finite number of the constants C
vanish. If/ is a nonnegative integer and a a multi-index, we shall say that Qh = Q%
of order |a| approximates Da with order of accuracy / on £20, if for all u G CJ+ '"'(£2^

(4.16)

^"-ÔftH.iîo

<<^/l"l/+|«|,n1.

where £20 CC £2j and C = Cl(£20,£2j).
Theorem 2. Let £20 CC £2XCCRW,A. 1, A. 2, and A. 3 hold. Let 1 </ < r,
a any fixed multi-index, y = j 4 \a\ 4 [N/2] 4 1, u G #7(£2j) and u„ G jSJ(Í2,)
sar/s/y
5(u - uh, xp)= 0 for all xpG S?(£2j ).
Let Q% be any finite difference operator of order \a\ of the form (4.15) which approximates Lf with order of accuracy /. Let p be an arbitrary but fixed nonnegative integer.

Then there exists an h0 G (0, 1] such that for all ft G (0, ft0]

(4.17) lDaw-QXlo,n0<C(ft/'|l"ll7,n1

+ «" "«a»-^).

1 </<'>

where C is independent of h and u, but in general depends on p, a, £20, and £2X.
Proof. Let £20 CC £2^ CC £2j, then using the triangle inequality and the definition of ß£ we obtain for ft sufficiently small that

^u

- ßZ«J0.n0 < ^"

- ßft"lo,no + IÔft("- "ft)lo,n0

<|Z)<*W-ßM0o

+C
0

Z
IPK la I

l3"(«-«A)lo,n+.
U

The inequality (4.17) is now obvious in view of (4.16) and (4.10).
Remark. Previously we required that the partition and the subspaces defined on
them have certain properties which are invariant with respect to translations of size ft
in the directions of the coordinate axes. It can be easily seen that the results of Theorem
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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1 (or Theorem 2) in the case a = 0 remain valid for piecewise polynomial subspaces

defined on partitions which may be mapped onto such partitions by a nonsingular
affine mapping.
5. Examples. Here we shall exemplify the theory given in Section 4. We shall
restrict ourselves to discussing Dirichlet's problem. Let £2 be a bounded domain in RN
with boundary 3£2. For simplicity consider

(5.1)

-Au=f

in £2,

u = 0 on 3£2.

For the purposes of the applications given here, we shall make one further approximability assumption on the subspace Sh(£2). Namely there exists a constant C indepen-

dent of u and ft such that for all u G //f(£2), 1 < í < t\

(5-2)

inf

lu-xll,

« <Cht-1\\u\\t n.

xesA(fi)

We shall sometimes require that the elements of 5^(£2) vanish on 3£2. In this case we

shall assume that (5.2) holds only for u G #'(£2) n #f(£2).
In what follows we shall suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied

where £20 CC £2j CC £2.
Example 1. Dirichlet's Problem on a Smooth Domain. In this example we shall
assume for simplicity that 3£2 G C°°. In Babuska [2] and Nitsche [10], methods were
introduced for approximating solution of (5.1) in which the approximating subspaces
need not satisfy the boundary condition. These methods have the same interior equations; i.e. if un is the approximate solution determined by any one of these methods
then

(s.« ¿£ë&*-/n**-j;j:&&*

w.*w.

What is important here is that we may choose S*(£2) to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3 (cf. [15, Example 2], for more details).

Now it was shown in [4] that the estimate,

(5.4)

le!2_r>n<A'-

i + n «i

r,n>

is valid for 1 < t < r. Using the inequalities (5.4), (4.17) and the fact that

'2-r,fl|

< llel!2_r n, we obtain the error estimate,

(5-5)

\Dau-Q*uh\ono

<ChriMr+w+lN/2]

+ 1,n. + »«'2,n)-

Here a is any multi-index, ga is any finite difference operator of the form (4.16)
approximating If
written as

(5.6)

with order of accuracy r. In terms of the data, (5.5) may be re-

\Dau - ßXl0,n0

< Ch%mr+M+iN,2l-i,aA

+ «Am»)-

Example 2. Dirichlet's Problem on the Square. Let £2 be the unit square in R2,

i.e. £2 = {jc|0 < x. < 1, / = 1, 2}. For our subspace «S^(£2),we may choose any one

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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of the examples given in Section 3 requiring that the elements vanish on the boundary.

Let uh be determined satisfying (5.3) for all xpG 5ft(£2). Then (cf. [15, Example 3,
Section 7]) the estimate (5.4) holds, and applying Theorem 2, it follows that both the

error estimates (5.5) and (5.6) remain valid in this case.

6. Appendix.
Proof of Proposition 2. It is easily seen that we can restrict ourselves to the case
where supp(«) C £2r Let Pu be the L2 projection of« onto ShiRN). This projection

is locally determined; i.e. the restriction of Pu to each rf'" is equal to the L2 projection
of « on Sh(itf'v). It follows from the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma [3] that
Wu-PuW

hv<Ch'\\u\\

0,TTj'

hv,

0<Kr.

l,T Z

Now using (3.2) and the above inequality we have

[Pu\

hv<Ch-Nl2\\Pu\\

hv<Ch-'f'2M

0,rr-'

hv<C\u\

0,7T •'

hv.

0,7r-'

0,7r-'

Therefore
\u-Pu\

hv<C\u\

nv,

0 ,7T•

0 ,7T•

and it follows from [3] that
\u-Pu\

hv<Ch'\u\t

Kv,

and the inequalities (3.4) and (3.5) follow easily in the case a = 0. The case for
general a follows from the case a = 0 with the observation that P(dau) - daiPu).

Verification of A. 3 in the Case of Tensor Products of One Dimensional Splines
iExample 1, Section 3). First consider the case N = 1 and let I0 = £20 and I. = £2j
be finite intervals with common midpoints. Then it follows from Douglas, Dupont and
Wahlbin [7] that for any u G Hk(I0) n Hr-"il0)

(6.1)

\\u-Pu\\0J=

inf
1

\\u-xp\\0

xp^(I.)

<Chr\\u^W
l

°

We note that

(6.2)

b-^ll0i/i<llMll0i/o.

Consider now N> 2, and let £2Xbe the TV-foldproduct £2j = /t x • • • x I..
For u E L2(£21), and each fixed value of the variables x¡ El., i =hj, P-u is defined by

llu~Pjulloj, =
1

That is, for each fixed value of x¡ 6/j,

I11/

^Sh(I.)

""-^'o,/,-

'

/' #/, Pu is the one dimensional L2 projection

onto 5^(/j). Note that Pu is a function of (xl, . . . , xn). Now define Pu = P.u • • •
PNu. Set £20 = IQ x ■■■ x I0, with 70 and I. as before (hence £20 and Q. axe cubes
with common centers and £20 C £2t). If « G TYfc(£20)
O y7r'ft(£20), it follows using

(6.1) and (6.2) that
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«"-^»0,«,

<«"-^>i"llo,n1

+ «,i(«-Í2«)|o,n1

(6.3)

+ • • • + U»!• • • />„_,(« -^)ll0,n„

n IIBru If
< C»r Z hzr

.

where we note that supp(Pk) Ç £2t.
It is not hard to see that

(6.4)

lim \\u-Pu\\t n

ft->0

'

=0.

!

Consider the sequence ft, = 2~'ft for given ft and refine the given partition into cubes
with side h¡. For given h¡ let Pl = P corresponding to the given ft;. Then in view of

(6.4), (3.3) and (6.3) we have
iiu-jriii1>n

<£

\\pl+1u-p'u\\l¡n
1=0

<c¿ftr+VLp'+1u-/^ii0o
(6.5)

<CZ

hZ+\i\\u-Plu\\oni

4 \\u-P1+1u\\0<ili)

1=0

(N

II r

II'

N

/=1II oxj lo,n0
N

<*'-~iE IS
II°xj

llo,n0

Now consider any two domains £20 CC £2t C R^ with dist(£20, £2X)= 4d. Cover £20
with a finite number of cubes Cf with side d and consider along with these the cubes

C}d having the same center as Cf. Let 0f G CÔ(C?d) and 2,-0. = 1. Set u¡ = 0,«,
where « G #k(£20) n Hr'hiSl0).

For each / we have

llMl.-/V.||

*'

„<C7i

r- 1 II

'"i.cf^"

3'm.II'
'

1 3*J |0fC2d-

From this is easily follows that there exists an 17G S"(£2x) such that

« 3^

(6.6)

iiii-7?ii1>ni<cv-1

K_1)ßo

+z
j=l

^

„ dxr

II 0JC/ Il0,i20i

We are now in a position to prove (3.7) in this case. Let xpG 5ft(£2x) and cû G

C~ (£2„) then cj</>
G /7Ä(£20)n Hr'hiíl0).

Applying (6.6) to axp = m, we obtain

ii^-77ii1?ni<a'-1ii^ii;_lino,
where we have used Leibniz's rule, the property that co G Cq (£20) and the fact that
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N IIAr„ II'

y

^

/=i II°xj Ho,n0

=o

The inequality (3.7) now follows from the inverse property (3.3).
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